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Alex Lickerman is a primary care physician, assistant vice president for student health and counseling services at the University of Chicago, and a practicing Nichiren Buddhist. Eastern philosophy dr. Lickerman meets Western science in a harmonious mix within the mind and heart, where an expert knowledge of the most up-to-date scientific studies remains
peacefully (for the most part) next to the accumulated knowledge of 2,500 years of Buddhist thinking. Dr. Lickerman's considerable speaking experience includes a talk for an audience of more than 3,000 at presentations given at medical conferences throughout his career, a PRI conference put on jointly by the Med University of Chicago and Northwestern
University. She has also experienced the same for comprehensively treating the sick of the sick at the University of Chicago in the most compassionate way as well as teaching medical trainees. In addition to writing a regular blog, Happiness in this world, Dr. Lickerman has cited Crain's Chicago Business, AOL Health, Playboy, Chicago Tribune, and Time,
and has written articles for psychology today and midway on. He called Sessions a television pilot who was given the choice by several film screenplays, including DreamWorks Television as well as an adaptation of Milton's Paradise Lost. Dr. Liquorman's undergraduate and medical degree is from the University of Chicago. He is currently developing a
program at the University of Chicago designed to increase flexibility in students based on the principles he describes in the undefeated mind. For more information, please visit www.alexlickerman.com. This series, curated by PhilosopherNotes founder Brian Johnson, has larger ideas from leading thinkers on a wide range of personal development topics. Find
the full PDF of your summary video and The Undefeated Mind: Build an Indestructible Self on Science (FREE!) below. In this great book, Alex Lickerman, Md., draws on the principles of Nichiren Buddhism and Western science arguing that flexibility is not something people are born with — but it's something we can all develop. Lickerman outlines the nine
principles of building an indestructible self: finding your mission, making a vow, hoping for obstacles, standing alone, accepting pain, let go, appreciating the good, encouraging others and mobilizing your courage. Here's some of my favorite ideas from this book, which is chock-full of wisdom on developing the inner power necessary to enjoy our lives — even
in the face of adversity. Take a quick look at the origins of Nichiren Buddhism and turn it off. Unlike other forms of Buddhism, which argue that the root of our sufferings is our fondness for our desires, Niachren Buddhism teaches that suffering stems from our wrong belief that we cannot powerfully accomplish We face up in our daily lives. For example,
Lickerman says one of the most extreme examples of suffering — clinical depression — is essentially a passionate sense of powerlessness. We must build an undefeated mind to overcome our sufferings. That is, one that is absolutely firm in the knowledge that, although we cannot control what happens to us, we can achieve the greatest benefits possible
from each obstacle we encounter. Discover your mission stage one in creating an indestructible self is exploring your mission. Lickerman argues that all humans share the same life purpose — to be happy — but say we all have unique manifestations to do as individuals of what we are here. That is the different reason our mission. To determine his mission,
Liquorman advises us on how we can serve others deeply. He writes that we need to live one why that involves contributing to the well-being of others in some way. She also offers us a cool, simple exercise to help articulate our mission. First of all, identify the 50 things you have made in your life that have given you the most happiness. Then identify which
of those things has helped other people. Finally, he encourages you to imagine that you are 90 years old and receiving an award from the president. Ask yourself: Do you want to be honored for a lifetime? What do you give to your life that gives you happiness and involves creating value for others? The answer is your mission. Getting the support of being an
indestructible self is about being flexible. One way to build flexibility is to come back after the fall and move your definition of failure. Success is never about to fail: it's about knowing that you have to get mojo back. Knowing this is essential for crafting an undefeated mind. Failure is the new awesome! This shows that you have kept yourself out there and you
are striving to create value. Getting back every time you get knocked down, working harder to master yourself, and crafting an undefeated mind to make the most of your odds are the essence of the second theory. They're the key to final victories in every aspect of our lives. View obstacles as opportunities Liquorman introduces the notion of changing poison
in medicine (as it is known in Nichiren Buddhism) in the context of the third principle of creating an indestructible mind: expect obstacles. Lickerman, lickerman, will be hard to believe in your ability to change poison in medicine when you don't know how, and often in retrospect, except. But, that's the confidence you have to find. It represents his greatest
defense against confidence that despair. We need to stop thinking that we're somehow going to cruise through life without any hiccups; When we confront them, we need to stop seeing it as a sign. Is wrong with us. To be flexible, we need to expect obstacles, or poisons. Then we need to believe in our ability to turn that poison into medicine — stuff that we're
afraid could kill us and, through the force of character, transform it into stuff that makes us stronger. Encourage others the eighth principle of making the imperishable self is to encourage others. Lickerman argues that people aren't looking for advice; They're looking for encouragement. They want to feel that others believe in them. They don't want anyone to
see their unstoppable feeling even when (especially when) they see it themselves. We may think that our advice represents the most valuable thing we have to offer to those who suffer, but it pales in comparison to our power of encouragement, he writes. Encouragement, at its heart, represents the effort to make others think they have the strength,
knowledge, courage, and ability to solve their own problems; The aim is not to provide specific solutions, but to convince others that they can find those solutions on their own. With encouragement, we express our belief in the relentless power of the human soul to do what appears to be impossible possible, all in the hope of awakening the same faith in those
we are trying to encourage. Encouraging others is generous and compassionate. Make it a practice. The next time someone comes to you for help, pause on giving advice and let him know that he can also turn his poison into medicine. We can never give in to despair, and resolve to continue concrete action. We can create an indestructible self! Never give
up. Tough today, tomorrow will be bad, but the day before yesterday will be sunny. — Jack Ma is one of my favorite new books To Mind The Undefeated, by Dr. Alex Lickerman.  It's a powerful book that helps you cultivate your inner strength to face tough times with a fearless heart.    It's more than a book.  It is a set of tools for life. The undefeated mind was
presented to me for review, but I agreed to write about it only if I found it useful to readers of sources of insight.   I started reading it this morning, and I ended it reading all the way through.  It's a book that's worth reading again, over and over again. Turn adversity into wisdom the undefeated mind is a book of how life transcends suffering in our way.  Our
world is full of challenges.  Whether you're experiencing a job loss, or a devastating illness, or the death of a loved one (or anyone who knows who it is), the tools in this book help you stand strong when tested. The key is turning adversity into intelligence, according to Dr. Liquorman. This is the knowledge that helps you develop your flexibility and achieve
indestructible happiness. Learn how to tackle life's toughest challenges in the depths of the book really surprised me It's connected some old dots in new and profound ways. It is a beautiful blend of ancient knowledge and modern science. Through science and stories, Dr. Lickerman teaches us what makes us or breaks us, and what really makes us happy.
From Dr. Liquorman, we learn in a very deep way, why some people fail when faced with adversity, while others in a similar situation survive, and may eventually thrive. What I like most about the book is that as soon as you read it, you have a new way to tackle the toughest challenges of life. Chapter 1 at a Glance – Meaning of Victory Chapter 2 - Find Your
Mission Chapter 3 - Make a Vow Chapter 4 - Expect Obstacles Chapter 5 - Chapter 6 Alone - Accept Pain Chapter 7 - Let's Appreciate Chapter 8 - Let's Appreciate Chapter 9 - Encourage Others Chapter 10 - Muster What Your Courage Is For You Here's a sample of some challenges that the undefeated mind helps you. How to achieve the flexibility you need
to achieve indestructible happiness How to develop a mind that faces all the circumstances with a sense of calm and how to take advantage of your relationships with others to bring out your strong self how to reduce your chances of quitting how to endure your despair in a way how to reduce the chances of quitting how to approach pain management To-do
—both physical and emotional–in a way that enables you to push through obstacles that might otherwise prevent you from achieving your goals are some of the key features of the undefeated mind here: Conversational. Dr. Liquorman writes in plain English and in a conversational manner. It helps a ton because the book is full of insight. Theory based. Dr.
Lickerman boils down his advice in a set of actionable theories. It helps him share timeless truths in a more universal way, as well as help you change insights into the action, without getting bogged down. If you can remember the principles, you can use them to guide your approach and your path. Science. The undefeated mind integrates a lot science. You
can either go and read more about science, by checking citations, or you can simply benefit from it, as you read the book. The story operates. Dr. Lickerman shares stories of his patients who have used theories in the book overcoming unemployment, unwanted weight gain, furthermore, rejection, chronic pain, retirement, illness, loss, and even suffering
caused by death. See Aqalmandi. The real beauty of the book is synthesis. The mix of experience in stories, science and practical theories reflects knowledge in action. Here's a sample of some of my favorite nuggets from the book.. । An undefeated mind gives an undefeated mind one that never gives up. Lickerman writes: It's, then, what it means to
possess an undefeated mind Not just rebound From adversity or to confront it calmly, even confidently, without being pulled down by depression or anxiety, but also to get day after day, week after week, month after month, year after year, decade after decade - even over the course of an entire lifetime - and attacking the obstacles before us again and again
until they fall , or we do. An undefeated mind is not one that feels discouraged or hopeless; It's one that continues on despite this. Even when we can't get a smile to save us, even when we're all tired beyond endurance, keeping an undefeated mind means that defeat never comes from failing but by giving up. Creating value is the key to making happiness for
others is the key to making happiness for yourself. Liquorman writes: We also work to create value. In fact, creating value for others is the key to gaining happiness for themselves, according to Tsunburo Makiguchi, an early Japanese teacher of the twentieth century and founding president of Soka Gakkai. We may be more interested in worldly pleasures like
romantic love, sex, fine dining, or reading, but studies are beginning to support the idea that the quality of quantity and value we make for others is what contributes most to our happiness. Strategies fail, but missions endure a way to stand strong, a personal mission you believe in. A personal mission gives you strength. A strategy may fail, but you can find
another way to continue your mission. Liquorman writes: First of all, I told him, because strategies often fail. Companies go bankrupt. The sculptures sit unsold. Teachers are losing their jobs. On the other hand, a mission endures. No matter how devastated we can feel when a strategy fails, no matter what we might love doing it, if even below that love lies a
commitment to the mission serving our strategy, we will eventually be able to pick ourselves up, dust ourselves off. , and find another strategy we just loved as much. You're not seeing something that excites you the mission makes it worthwhile. Strategies make it exciting. Find a meaningful mission and then find strategies that light up your fire. Liquorman
writes: 'You're not seeing something that excites you,' I reminded him. 'You're looking for something that gives your life meaning, which gives you the best something that you can discover through excited. I don't know if even a sculptor gets excited about filling the world with beauty. He gets excited about the sculpture — but only because of how he fills the
world with beauty, the activity that makes his life feel most important. Price does not deny to use adversity as a springboard, dismiss, or ignore his problems. Instead, your and others Find benefits for. Liquorman writes: From one The perspective, though, means that neither denying our problems exists nor the denial they have to suffer us. Rather it means
learning how to use suffering as a springboard to make profit. Because when faced with harsh conditions over which we have no control, we are able to perpetpet sustainable them only by finding a way of creating value with them. Gain confidence if you want to regain your confidence, take more and more action. Trial and error teaches us what thinking and
theory cannot do. Lickerman writes: Ironically, the best way to gain confidence when we find ourselves facing a problem is we can have no good idea how to solve ourselves by kicking, but blindly; In action, do whatever we think we can. ... What we get from the trial and error that ruminants cannot provide is the chance to see things from the convenient points
we cannot get through the principle alone. The action makes emotions the hardest thing to do when you're down is to take action. But that is exactly what you need to do. Liquorman writes: Unfortunately, as a result of being frustrated, we often lose the desire to take action. Perhaps a failed romance ruins our interest in dating, or our interest in
entrepreneurship that ruins a failed business. When that happens, people often naturally assume they need to focus on rekindling their emotions before attempting further action first. But research shows that action feels almost as often as the emotion takes action. Our resolution solves the problems our resolution sets out our ability to solve problems.
Lickerman writes: If we think of a mission as a car that can take us to a more flexible place, then the resolution, or commitment, should be considered the engine that makes it go. Indeed, when obstacles must be considered to be the soldier's ability on any goal to block our path, whether our life's mission or our most trivial desire, as much as a part of
resilience to thrive in the face of survival and adversity. Yet many of us fail to understand that our resolution sets out our ability to solve problems, and as a result we often fail to focus on setting a resolution to meet a goal. Breaking negative beliefs to pieces confidence is the key to your resolve. Protect your confidence by defeating negative beliefs. Liquorman
writes: Nothing eliminates our resolve more quickly than a loss of confidence. For this reason, we have achieved much from the conceivion of self-doubt not as a character defect but as a mortal enemy. In fact, our confidence is preserved to meet any goal Represents a most important and challenging part of the attempt, a fierce moment-to-moment conflict
that requires us to piece even the most fleeting break of our negative beliefs. Get the book the undefeated mind is available Amazon: Mind the Undefeated, by Dr. Alex Lickerman you might also like moving quotes on book summary quotes quoting great books inspirational quotes
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